PETER SAGE ’S KEYNOTE TOPICS

Peter Sage is a speaker extraordinaire. From the Kingdom of Buganda to Great Eastern Life to the multitudes of
businessmen and entrepreneurs who’ve attended his speaking engagements, the testimonials glow with praise
for Peter’s refreshing style and incomparable content. Having made his first milestone as a bestselling author
with over 100,000 book sales, Peter has only rocketed into the stratosphere of success.
Peter is a Renaissance man in the truest sense of the word: Bestselling Author, Award-winning Athlete and
Speaker whose deep reservoir of knowledge and experience makes him a much sought after speaker and
presenter.
As the youngest qualified trainer for Robbins Research International -- the eponymous organization of famed
motivational speaker, Tony Robbins -- Peter launched a speaking career that has enriched the lives and
prospered the businesses of thousands. In addition, he’s raised over one million dollars for charities all over
the world and he can do the same for your organization!

A few of Mr. Sage’s Key Note presentations, but not all inclusive of his vast repertoire, are:

REINVENTING LEADERSHIP: TODAY'S LEADERS CANNOT USE YESTERDAY’S STRATEGIES
In the modern world what it takes to be a leader has changed. It is no longer about authority or how many
followers you have, but about how many leaders you create. In this engaging and interactive talk
Entrepreneur, Leadership and Psychology expert, Peter Sage gives a powerful and practical framework for
becoming a better leader today for an empowered tomorrow.

BECOMING FUTURE PROOF: REINVENTING CHANGE AND RESILIENCE
In today’s ever changing world, often the biggest challenge is not the change itself but our resistance to it.
This is why so many change management ‘techniques’ may sound or look good on the surface but fall short in
practice. However, integrating change successfully and long term means shifting our personal psychology, not
just our to do list. 'Becoming Future Proof' is a powerful talk designed to take those dealing with or facing
change and have it empower them to even greater heights. Replace friction with fluidity by empowering
every person from the leadership to the shop floor to manage change at every level of their life.

COOPERATION IS THE NEW COMPETITION: REINVENTING TEAM WORK
There has never been a more competitive time or marketplace. However, to thrive in the 21st century
companies, people and teams are finding out that cooperation rather than competition is their new ally.
Learn the secrets of effective teamwork and how forging new alliances can give you the competitive
advantage.

LIVING THE LIFE OF AN EXTREME ENTREPRENEUR
A passionate talk that helps people embrace life’s curves with gusto with practical strategies learned through
Peter’s 25+ years as an “extreme” entrepreneur.

CREATING WORLD CLASS CUSTOMER SERVICE
The title says it all! Who better to show you the best practices for creating customer loyalty than Peter, an
entrepreneur with an endless army of raving fans!

THROUGH MAKING A DIFFERENCE
This talk empowers the audience to take action and step into abundant living.

HOW TO HAVE THE PERFECT DAY
One of Peter’s most in-demand talks, this memorable presentation teaches attendees how to navigate the
waters of adversity and turn every day into the “perfect” day.

Peter Sage is ultimate example of servanthood and is fully committed to giving his audience a life-changing
transformation. Mr. Sage will deliver with heart.

TO BOOK PETER SAGE PLEASE EMAIL VERONICA TRUFASU AT VERONICA@TEAMSAGE.NET

